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Abstract— Shear wave speed measurements can poten-
tially be used to noninvasively measure myocardial stiff-
ness to assess the myocardial function. Several studies
showed the feasibility of tracking natural mechanical waves
induced by aortic valve closure in the interventricular sep-
tum, but different echocardiographic views have been used.
This article systematically studied the wave propagation
speeds measured in a parasternal long-axis and in an apical
four-chamber view in ten healthy volunteers. The apical and
parasternal views are predominantly sensitive to longitudi-
nal or transversal tissue motion, respectively, and could,
therefore, theoretically measure the speed of different wave
modes. We found higher propagation speeds in apical than
in the parasternal view (median of 5.1 m/s versus 3.8 m/s,
p < 0.01, n = 9). The results in the different views were not
correlated (r = 0.26, p = 0.49) and an unexpectedly large
variability among healthy volunteers was found in apical
view compared with the parasternal view (3.5–8.7 versus
3.2–4.3 m/s, respectively). Complementary finite element
simulations of Lamb waves in an elastic plate showed that
different propagation speeds can be measured for different
particle motion components when different wave modes are
induced simultaneously. The in vivo results cannot be fully
explained with the theory of Lamb wave modes. Nonethe-
less, the results suggest that the parasternal long-axis view
is a more suitable candidate for clinical diagnosis due to the
lower variability in wave speeds.
Index Terms— Aortic valve closure (AVC), lamb waves,
myocardial stiffness, shear wave (SW) elastography,
ultrasonic imaging.
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I. INTRODUCTION
HEART failure affects around 1–2% of all adults indeveloped countries and its prevalence is even more
than 10% for people aged above 70 years [1]. The clinical
course of heart failure is generally regarded as a consequence
of structural and/or functional cardiac changes. Currently,
the assessment of myocardial function primarily relies on the
echocardiographic measurement of cardiac volumes, flow, and
tissue velocity [1]–[3]. However, these measurements suffer
from load-dependence issues and provide a rather indirect way
of evaluating the myocardial function. The myocardial func-
tion could potentially be assessed more directly by evaluating
cardiac stiffness [4], [5], a measure of the intrinsic cellular
composition and structure of the heart muscle. At present,
no noninvasive clinical routine method exists for measuring
myocardial stiffness.
A highly promising tool for assessing myocardial stiffness
noninvasively is ultrasound-based shear wave speed (WS)
measurement [6]–[9], in which the WS is presumably linked
to the myocardial elastic properties. Shear waves (SWs)
in the cardiac wall can be induced externally using a
vibration device [10]–[12] or an acoustic radiation force
(ARF) [9], [13]–[18], or can occur naturally after aortic
valve closure (AVC), mitral valve closure (MVC) [6]–[8],
[19]–[22], and atrial contraction [23]–[25]. The propagation
of these SWs over the myocardium can be measured using
high frame rate (HFR) tissue Doppler imaging (TDI) or
clutter filter wave imaging (CFWI) [26]. This study focuses
on naturally induced SWs, which have the advantages of
easier implementation in current clinical echocardiographic
systems [27] and higher signal-to-noise ratios compared with
externally induced SWs (TDI amplitudes of ∼40 mm/s [21]
for natural SWs versus ∼10 mm/s [14] for external SWs).
More specifically, we will focus only on SWs excited after
AVC in the interventricular septum (IVS), as we previously
found higher feasibility and lower intervolunteer variability
for these SWs compared with those after MVC among healthy
volunteers in parasternal long-axis view [28].
This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see ht.tps://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
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TABLE I
OVERVIEW OF DIFFERENT HUMAN STUDIES USING THE NATURAL
SWS INDUCED AFTER AVC. THE FOLLOWING ABBREVIATIONS ARE
USED IN THE TABLE: HV: HEALTHY VOLUNTEER(S); CA: CARDIAC
AMYLOIDOSIS PATIENT; WS: WAVE SPEED; AVC: AORTIC VALVE
CLOSURE; HCM: HYPERTROPHIC CARDIOMYOPATHY; TDI:
TISSUE DOPPLER IMAGING; AND CFWI: CLUTTER
FILTER WAVE IMAGING
Even though the feasibility of natural SW detection using
TDI in humans has been demonstrated, no consensus has been
achieved regarding the preferred echocardiographic view for
natural SW measurements. A parasternal view was reported
by some studies [6]–[8], [19], whereas others used an apical
view [20], [26], [29]. These different views depict a different
component of particle motion in TDI, since TDI is most
sensitive to axial particle motion (motion along the ultrasound
beam). In a parasternal long-axis view, the IVS is oriented
quasi-horizontally, resulting in a measurement of particle
motion perpendicular to the IVS (transversal component).
In an apical four-chamber view, the IVS is oriented vertically
and, therefore, mainly, the particle motion parallel to the IVS is
tracked (longitudinal component). An overview of previously
reported WS in both echocardiographic views together with
relevant specifications of each study is given in Table I.
Table I shows that WS after AVC in healthy volunteers
were generally higher in apical than in parasternal view.
Furthermore, in general, a larger intervolunteer variabil-
ity of WS between healthy volunteers was found in api-
cal view studies. The observed differences in WS between
parasternal and apical view might be due to the different
orientations of the particle motion measured in both views,
but it can also have other causes, such as intervolunteer
variability [6], [28], and the use of different echocardiographic
systems [28] and data analysis methods [30]. Moreover, differ-
ent sonographers might select slightly different windows in a
standard echocardiographic view, inducing extra variabilities.
Although, this article focuses on AVC, the effect of different
views considered in this study could also be relevant for
the SWs after MVC and the longitudinal wave-pattern after
atrial contraction, since these different types of natural SWs
have similar spatial and temporal characteristics.
The induced wave mode determines the main component of
particle motion and should, thus, be taken into account when
selecting a sonographic view for WS measurements. As the
name implies, shear WS measurements were originally devel-
oped for assessing WS of bulk SWs dominated by transversal
particle motion. Our earlier studies of natural waves in the
heart, therefore, assumed the measurement of SWs dominated
by transversal particle motion, ratifying the use of a parasternal
view [21], [27]. Furthermore, Kanai [19] measured in 2005 a
similar WS when tracking the transversal particle motion after
AVC in the parasternal view and the longitudinal particle
motion after AVC in apical view. Consequently, a coupling
between the two directions of particle motion was assumed,
representing one type of wave mode. However, the recent
studies on natural SWs in both echocardiographic views
report different WS for both views (see Table I). Therefore,
we hypothesized that transversal, as well as longitudinal,
wave modes are induced by AVC simultaneously and that a
transversal mode is mainly measured in the parasternal view,
while a longitudinal mode is measured in apical view. To test
this hypothesis, a systematic study of SWs after AVC in apical
and parasternal view is needed to minimize measurement
uncertainties. To the best of our knowledge, such a study has
not been performed yet.
The aim of the article presented here is, thus, to study the
propagation speed of the SWs induced by AVC measured
in a parasternal long-axis view and an apical four-chamber
view in ten healthy volunteers. To improve our understanding
of what we are measuring in both echocardiographic views,
we performed complementary finite element simulations of
Lamb wave propagation in the IVS—approached as an elastic
plate immersed in liquid—while applying different forces
and, therefore, inducing different wave modes. Based on the
WS measurements on volunteers and simulation results,
we will elaborate on possible theoretical explanations of the
wave phenomena measured and discuss practical considera-
tions. The outcomes of this study are expected to be important
for determining the preferred view for robust and clinically
meaningful natural WS measurements.
II. MATERIALS AND METHODS
A. Guided Waves in the Heart Wall
Elastic waves propagating in a medium that is bound in
one or two directions such as the IVS, successively reflect
at these boundaries, causing conversion between longitudinal
waves and SWs. For a given frequency, only specific patterns
of longitudinal waves and SWs can propagate. These patterns
are called guided wave modes. Each propagating mode has a
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specific, frequency-dependent WS, which makes these modes
dispersive even in inviscid media (contrary to bulk waves).
The IVS has a thickness (6–10 mm) smaller than the wave-
length of natural SWs (∼70 mm [28]), and guided waves are
expected [31]–[36].
Guided waves propagating in a plate structure can be
described by symmetric (S) Lamb wave modes, antisymmet-
ric (A) Lamb wave modes and shear horizontal (SH) modes.
Depending on the type of source, frequency, medium thick-
ness, and material properties, various wave modes might be
induced [31]. We will not consider SH modes, as the particle
motion of these modes is along the plate surface perpendicular
to the propagation direction [31] and is, therefore, probably
hard to detect in cardiac parasternal and apical views. The
A- and S-mode guided waves are characterized by different
dispersion curves, as described in [31], [32], and [36]. S-modes
are regularly referred to as longitudinal, and A-modes as
transversal SWs because of the dominant particle motion
with respect to the propagation direction in the centerline of
the medium. Nevertheless, S-modes also include transversal
particle motion and A-modes include longitudinal particle
motion [36]. The ratio of the particle motion components of a
specific mode is affected by the frequency of the SW and the
thickness of the medium, especially near the boundaries of the
medium. We focus on the zero-order S0- and A0-modes, since
high order modes have not been detected yet in soft tissue
plates [31].
Multiple studies on cardiac SW elastography used a theo-
retical Lamb wave model not only to improve the accuracy
of tissue characterization methods, but also to extract addi-
tional information about certain material properties such as
viscoelasticity. In 2005, Kanai [19] was the first to use an
A0-Lamb wave model to convert propagation speeds of SWs
after AVC in humans into elastic and viscoelastic properties
of the myocardium [19]. However, Vos et al. [21] only
measured mild dispersion for SWs after AVC and MVC in
pigs and, therefore, found a poor match with A0-Lamb wave
modes. This same model was used in studies using external
sources like an external shaker [10], [11], [34], [35], and
ARF [33], [37]. However, it should be noted that when using
an ARF source in a parasternal long-axis view, the load is
directed perpendicular to the myocardium, inducing, therefore,
mainly the transversal particle motion (and thus the A0-mode).
On the contrary, for SWs induced by AVC, a more complex
particle motion pattern is probably induced at the valvular
plane as a consequence of the complex interaction between
the valve leaflets, the abruptly decelerating blood flow, and
the aortic valve annulus. Therefore, the nature of the wave
modes that are induced in natural SW measurements is
unknown. Note that the Lamb wave model is inherently
associated with various limitations, as it assumes a homoge-
neous isotropic (visco) elastic plate submerged in fluid, while
the myocardium has a complex geometrical shape, irregular
blood-tissue interfaces, and other complex material properties
such as muscular anisotropy. For example, several studies
have shown that fiber orientation affects WS measurements
using ARF [38]–[41]. However, the natural SWs have a lower
frequency content than externally induced SWs and, therefore,
Fig. 1. In the parasternal long-axis view, mainly transversal particle
motion is measured (left), while in the apical four-chamber view mainly
longitudinal particle motion is measured (right) because of the angle
dependence of TDI. It could be expected that if an A0-mode and an
S0-mode are induced by the AVC, the A0-mode dominated by transversal
motion is mainly measured in the parasternal view, while the S0-mode is
mainly measured in apical view.
the effect of fiber orientation on natural SWs might be different
than that on ARF-induced SWs [41].
As described before, mainly, the longitudinal particle
motion is measured in the apical view, while transversal
particle motion is measured in the parasternal view. There-
fore, if both the A0- and S0-Lamb wave modes are induced
by AVC, it is expected that the A0-mode is mainly measured
in the parasternal view and the S0-mode in apical view,
as schematically shown in Fig. 1. Nonetheless, to the best of
our knowledge, the S0-Lamb wave mode has not been used in
other studies to describe the SWs induced by AVC measured
in the apical view.
“Shear wave elastography” has become a generally accepted
term for studies measuring wave propagation speeds that
are presumably linked to the elasticity of the tissue. How-
ever, it should be noted that since we expect guided waves,
the term “shear wave” might not be appropriate from a physics
viewpoint to describe all phenomena observed in this study.
Therefore, we will use from this point in the manuscript,
the general terms “(mechanical) wave” and “wave propagation
speed” (WS) to refer to related wave phenomena.
B. Finite Element Simulations of Guided Waves
Since different wave modes will, in general, have different
WS along an individual path, we performed simulations to
investigate what WS can be measured when different wave
modes coexist. We studied differences in transversal and
longitudinal particle motion and their propagation, as well as
the influence of the excitation.
1) Model Setup: The 2-D simulations of a homogeneous
plate immersed in water were performed in PZFlex (Thornton
Tomasetti, Inc., Cupertino, CA, USA), a software package
using the explicit finite-element method (FEM), to mimic
guided wave propagation in plane strain conditions. The plate
(10 mm × 187 mm) was modeled as an elastic material,
with a bulk modulus of 22 MPa, a shear modulus of 16 kPa,
and a density of 1050 kg/m3. A shear modulus of 16 kPa
corresponds to a shear WS of 4 m/s in an elastic bulk material,
which is in the reported range of WS after AVC (see Table I).
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Fig. 2. Finite-element simulations; overview of different excitations used in PZFlex to simulate the wave propagation of guided waves in a plate
structure submerged in water.
Fig. 3. Finite-element simulations; M-panels of transversal (top row) and longitudinal (bottom row) particle motion for a frequency band from 15 to
100 Hz obtained in a finite element simulation for different excitations on a plate submerged in water. An overview of different excitations is given in
Fig. 2.
To avoid reflections at the end of the plate, the length was
longer than the maximum length of the IVS (∼100 mm in
humans) and the distance that a bulk SW has traveled within
a simulation time of 30 ms. Water surrounded the plate (total
size of plate and water: 30 mm × 207 mm, absorbing boundary
conditions) and was modeled with a bulk modulus of 22 MPa,
zero shear modulus, and density of 1000 kg/m3. To reduce the
simulation times, the bulk moduli used in the simulation are
smaller than the actual bulk moduli of tissue and water with a
factor 100 [42]. This will only have a small effect on the
Poisson ratio of the medium because the SW propagation
speed c is still very small compared with the longitudinal
propagation speed cL (c  cL) [42], [43]. Therefore, its effect
on the dispersion curves is expected to be small. Quadrilateral
elements were used and the element mesh size was chosen
such that at least 48 elements fit in one wavelength at 160 Hz.
Mechanical waves were induced by using three different
excitations: 1) a transversal body force; 2) a longitudinal body
force; and 3) a transversal contact force, as depicted in Fig. 2.
For all excitations, a Blackman Harris driving function (pulse
of three half-cycles) was used with a center frequency of 60
(−6 dB bandwidth: 30–95 Hz) or 160 Hz (−6 dB bandwidth:
80–252 Hz) in separate simulations. To validate the simu-
lated phase speeds with theoretical dispersion curves within
a 0–300 Hz frequency range, the results of the simulation with
the 160-Hz load was used to excite all frequencies within the
selected range. The loading with the lower center frequency
of 60 Hz resembled the frequency content of the natural waves
in the IVS more realistically. Nonetheless, the aim of FEM
simulations is not to mimic the in vivo situation as accurately
as possible, but, as described before, to investigate different
wave modes that coexist.
2) Data Analysis: The transversal and longitudinal particle
motion, extracted along a horizontal line through the middle
of the plate (50 mm length), was determined and assembled in
two separate motion panels (M-panels), see the top and bottom
row, respectively, in Fig. 3. These M-panels depict 1-D particle
motion as a function of space and time. To avoid a bias in the
WS estimation, the axial velocities in the M-panels were first
resampled to have an equal number of pixels in space and time
and were then mildly tapered along the edges of the M-panel
in both directions. Moreover, a 15–100-Hz bandpass filter
(sixth-order Butterworth) was applied to the axial tissue veloc-
ity data. Subsequently, a normalized Radon transform was
used to determine the WS [21].
Phase speed values cp were obtained by first applying a
2-D fast Fourier transform to the unfiltered M-panels, yielding
the particle motion as a function of frequency and wavenum-
ber, and then by selecting the wavenumber k with maxi-
mum intensity in the Fourier domain for each frequency f .
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Fig. 4. Example of an M-line drawn in (a) parasternal and (d) apical view measurement and the (b) and (e) corresponding velocity panels.
A bandpass filter from 15 to 100 Hz was applied in (c) and (f), and a Radon transform was used to determine the propagation speeds. Abbreviations:
LV: left ventricle, Ao: aorta, RV: right ventricle, BPF: bandpass filter, and slow time: the time between frames.
Subsequently, the frequency-dependent phase speed was com-
puted by dividing the frequencies with the corresponding
wavenumber (cp = f/k). No bandpass filter was applied to
the M-panels before computing the phase speeds. The accuracy
and correctness of the numerical phase speed plots were visu-
ally verified by comparing them to the theoretical dispersion
curves of A0-and S0-modes in a nonstretched inviscid plate
submerged in water as described in [32].
C. Natural Wave Elastography Measurements
WS measurements in ten healthy volunteers were performed
to compare the WS in a parasternal long-axis view and in
an apical four-chamber view. Details of the study population,
data acquisition and analysis methods have been described
previously [28] and are summarized below.
1) Study Population: Ten volunteers aged between 24 and
45 years were included (five males and five females). The
study was approved by the local medical ethics commit-
tee (Erasmus MC MEC-2014-611) and all volunteers gave
informed consent.
2) Data Acquisition: A clinical system programed by the
manufacturer to enable an HFR imaging mode was used
(Zonare ZS3, P4-1C probe, Mindray Innovation Center,
San Jose, CA, USA). For each acquisition, an experienced
sonographer first utilized a live B-mode with low frame
rate (LFR) to position the probe in the correct echocar-
diographic view. Subsequently, HFR (1000 Hz) data were
recorded after selecting the correct field-of-view (FOV) on
the LFR images. The beamformed interquartile (IQ) data of
a smaller FOV (approximately 5 cm × 7 cm, sector width
of 55◦) for 1.2 s in parasternal view and of the full FOV
for 2 s in apical view was saved for offline processing.
During HFR recording, the live LFR B-mode was frozen. The
HFR mode employed a diverging wave pulse-inversion trans-
mission sequence for imaging, with 250 μs in between the two
consecutive pulses of each frame. Gaussian-tapered sinusoidal
pulses of seven cycles with a center frequency of 1.8 MHz
were transmitted, with a mechanical index below 0.25. For
every volunteer, five parasternal long-axis view HFR mea-
surements were performed subsequently, while repositioning
the probe in between the recordings. Also, one single HFR
apical four-chamber view measurement (sector width of 84◦)
was performed within 30 min after the parasternal view
measurements. Depending on the heart rate of the volunteers,
one or two AVC events were measured within each recording.
For every volunteer, all measurements were repeated after
21–182 days during a second scanning session. For
volunteer 1–4, five instead of one apical view measure-
ments were recorded in the second scanning session to test
repeatability.
3) Data Analysis: Data analysis was performed in MATLAB
R2017a (The Mathworks, Natick, MA, USA). A 250-Hz
lowpass filter was applied to the IQ data in slow time (cut-
off value of 5.2 cm/s, sixth-order Butterworth), to remove
high-frequency TDI signal mainly arising from blood and
noise. A one-lag autocorrelation technique was used to obtain
axial tissue velocities [20]. Before computing the phase [20],
the effect of speckle and noise was reduced with a spatial
smoothing filter of 4 mm by 6.7◦. The moment of AVC
was determined based on the movements of the aortic and
mitral valve and the overall motion of the heart in the
derived TDI movies. In the frame at the moment of AVC,
an anatomical M-line was manually drawn on the basal-mid
ventricular part of the IVS, as shown in Fig. 4(a) and (d)
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for parasternal and apical views, respectively. The location
and length of these M-lines depended on the visibility of the
wave propagation. The length of the M-lines drawn varied
between 1.9 and 4.1 (parasternal view), and 2.5 and 5.8 cm
(apical view). Since M-line location can affect the propagation
speed measured [30] and since M-lines were drawn manually,
variability was taken into account by drawing ten M-lines per
acquisition. M-panels showing the axial tissue velocity of an
M-line over time were used to visualize and quantify the wave
propagation, see Fig. 4(b) and (e). As previously described
for the FEM simulations, M-panels were first resampled and
mildly tapered before applying a normalized Radon transform
to determine the WS. A 15–100-Hz bandpass filter (sixth-
order Butterworth) was applied to the axial tissue velocity
data, since the waves after AVC were found to be in this
frequency range [6]. For the parasternal view measurements,
the minimum intensity corresponding to the particle motion
away from the transducer was selected in the Radon domain.
For the apical view measurements, the maximum intensity
of the Radon transform was selected to determine WS [see
Fig. 4(c) and (f)]. These extrema were most representative for
the waves in the two views as shown in the unfiltered M-panels
in Fig. 4(b) and (e).
D. Statistics
The statistical toolbox in MATLAB was used for the
statistical analysis. The data were tested for being normally
distributed by applying Kolmogorov–Smirnov tests. Since the
data were not normally distributed, a nonparametric Wilcoxon
signed-rank test was used to test whether measured differ-
ences are statistically different. A Bland–Altman analysis was
performed to compare the WS for the two views by mean dif-
ferences, limits of agreements (LOA) and range. Correlations
were determined by computing linear correlation coefficients
(Pearson) and by performing linear regressions. To compare
our values with those in the literature, we computed the mean
and standard deviation of the median values obtained per
volunteer.
III. RESULTS
A. Simulation Results
Fig. 3 shows the simulation M-panels obtained for the
transversal and longitudinal body force, and the transversal
contact force, all with a center frequency of 160 Hz. Its result-
ing phase speed plots are visualized in Fig. 5 and correspond
well with the theoretical dispersion curves of the A- and
S-modes for an inviscid plate submerged in water as described
by Li et al. [32]. For the transversal body force [Fig. 3(a)],
phase speed plots of A0 were found in the lower frequency
range for both particle motion components, as can be expected
from the predominantly transversal motion in such A0-mode.
For higher frequencies, a higher order A1-mode was found
to be dominant for longitudinal particle motion, whereas this
was still the A0-mode for transversal particle motion. The
M-panels in Fig. 3 show similar WS for both transversal and
longitudinal particle motion even though the magnitude of the
transversal particle velocities was larger (ratio of 20.2 for
Fig. 5. Finite-element simulations; phase speed plots obtained for the
transversal and longitudinal particle motion of the M-panels from Fig. 3.
Different types of forces are used; a TBF, an LBF, and a TCF. Also,
theoretical dispersion curves for a nonstretched inviscid plate submerged
in water with a shear modulus of 16 kPa, a density of 1050 kg/m3 and a
thickness of 10 mm [32] are depicted in the figure.
transversal versus longitudinal motion). This indicates that
a single wave mode was present. For the longitudinal body
force [Fig. 3(b)], phase speed plots of S0 were found for
both particle motion components, as can be expected from the
predominantly longitudinal motion in such S0-mode. Accord-
ingly, similar WS were found for the M-panels in Fig. 3(b),
indicating the presence of one wave mode. A longitudinal body
force led indeed to larger particle velocities in the longitudinal
direction (ratio of 0.07 for transversal versus longitudinal
motion). For the simulations of the contact force [Fig. 3(c)],
a phase speed plot similar to the theoretical A0-mode was
found for the transversal particle motion, while a phase speed
plot similar to the theoretical dispersion curve of the S0-mode
was found for the longitudinal particle motion. Hence, dif-
ferent WS were obtained for the M-panels in Fig. 3(c) for
the longitudinal and transversal particle motion. This sug-
gests that different wave modes are simultaneously present.
In this case, the transversal particle velocities were found
to be larger, but in the same order as in the longitudinal
direction (ratio of 3.7 for transversal versus longitudinal
motion).
When using a center frequency of 60 Hz (data not shown),
similar phase speed plots were obtained. However, for the
contact force, the difference in transversal and longitudinal
particle velocities was found to be larger (ratio of 11.7). This
shows that depending on the source, different modes may
be excited or the relative amplitudes of different modes may
differ. Furthermore, the results show that when the particle
motion in both directions is dominated by the A0-mode for a
frequency band of 15–100 Hz, the particle motion is largest in
the transversal direction. The contrary holds for the S0-mode.
Translating these results to cardiac valve closure, they indicate
that depending on the wave modes induced by the valve
closure, different WS values can be found for the transversal
and longitudinal particle motion. Furthermore, the ratio of
tissue motion amplitudes in both directions can be an indicator
of the wave modes induced.
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Fig. 6. Overview of the median propagation speeds and their IQR
obtained in parasternal and apical view.
B. Experimental Results
Fig. 6 shows the median WS and interquartile ranges (IQR)
obtained for the measurements in human in parasternal and
apical views. The median WS varied between 3.2 and 4.3 m/s
for parasternal view, and 3.5 and 8.7 m/s for apical view.
It should be noted again that the number of measurements
performed in the two views differed. Furthermore, the number
of heart cycles captured in a single recording varied depending
on the heart rate of the volunteer. Moreover, recordings with
the poor B-mode quality or with no visible propagating waves
were excluded (13% of acquisitions). This resulted in a differ-
ent total number of WS estimations for both views: n = 490
for apical and n = 970 for parasternal view. Propagation
speeds above 10 m/s were assumed to be nonphysical and
were, therefore, excluded (apical exclusion: 14%, 68/490;
parasternal exclusion: 0%, 0/970). For volunteer 9, no visible
propagating wave with a speed below 10 m/s was measured
in an apical view.
An overview of the statistical results is shown in Table II.
As a first major result, for all sessions and all volunteers,
we obtained higher median WS in apical than in the parasternal
view. A mean difference of −2.0 m/s was found (Bland–
Altman analysis, LOA: −5.3–1.4 m/s, range: −4.7–0.76 m/s)
[see Fig. 7(a)]. The differences were found to be statistically
significant (Wilcoxon signed-rank test, n = 9, p < 0.01).
We found a median for the median WS per volunteer per ses-
sion of 3.8 m/s (n = 10, range: 3.2–4.3 m/s) and 5.1 m/s
(n = 9, range: 3.5–8.7 m/s) in parasternal and apical view,
respectively.
As a second major result, no correlation was found between
the WS in the two views (r = 0.26, p = 0.49) [see Fig. 7(b)].
Moreover, Fig. 7(a) shows that the difference in WS in general
increases with the mean WS of the parasternal and apical view.
Such a trend in a Bland–Altman plot indicates again that the
two measured variables have low correlation, as was seen with
the correlation test, and/or that either has a high variance.
To further investigate the differences in WS among the two
views, the difference correlated with the WS in apical view
(r = −0.98, p < 0.01) and not to the WS in parasternal view
(r = −0.056, p = 0.89). When combining these statistical
observations, we conclude that the differences between the
two views are mainly caused by the intervolunteer variance of
the apical view measurements, and not of the parasternal view
measurements.
As described in Section II, five instead of one apical view
measurements were recorded for volunteers 1–4 in the second
scanning session. Fig. 6 shows that the results obtained in
the second session in the apical view for these volunteers
are within the IQR of the corresponding results in the first
session. This suggests that the interscan variability in apical
view is small compared with the intrascan variability.
Test–retest variability was tested by comparing the median
values per volunteer per session. No statistically significant
differences were found in the apical view (Wilcoxon
signed-rank test, n = 8, p = 0.31) and parasternal view
(Wilcoxon signed-rank test, n = 10, p = 0.43) between the
sessions. The mean differences were found to be −0.61 m/s
(Bland-Altman analysis, LOA: −3.4–2.2 m/s, range:
−3.8–0.74 m/s) and 0.20 m/s (Bland–Altman analysis, LOA:
−1.8–2.2 m/s, range: −1.8–2.1 m/s) for the apical and
parasternal view, respectively.
Although the parasternal and apical views were chosen to
approximate a, respectively, horizontal and vertical orientation
of the IVS, variations in IVS angular orientation still occurred
between acquisitions. This angular orientation was taken into
account by manually drawing M-lines that are aligned with the
orientation of the IVS. This way, the wave propagation was
measured along the global orientation of the IVS. However,
since the one-lag autocorrelation method is sensitive to axial
tissue motion only, the tracking in the respective views could
neither be attributed to purely longitudinal nor purely transver-
sal particle motion in the IVS. By measuring the absolute
angle |θ | between the M-line and ultrasound beam direction at
the center of the M-line, the effect of M-line orientation with
respect to the probe was tested in Fig. 8. For the parasternal
view measurements, a weak correlation between the WS and
angle was found (r = 0.34, p < 0.01). The WS values
were found to increase with the increasing angle between
M-line and axial directions. For the apical view measurements,
no significant correlation was found (r = −0.06, p = 0.2).
Although this could be partly explained by the limited number
of WS values obtained in apical view, also no trend in WS with
respect to |θ | is visible in Fig. 8(b).
IV. DISCUSSION
A. General Findings
The propagation speeds of the natural mechanical waves
induced after AVC measured in apical and parasternal view
in ten healthy volunteers were compared in this study. This
study has three main findings. First, the WS measured in apical
view was found to be statistically higher than in parasternal
view (median (IQR) of 5.1 m/s (4.5–7.2 m/s) versus 3.8 m/s
(3.4–4.0 m/s), p < 0.01, n = 9). Although these values are
in the same range as the literature values (mean ± standard
deviation, parasternal: 3.7 ± 0.4 m/s, apical: 5.7 ± 1.8 m/s,
see Table I), they contradict the statement by Kanai [19] that
the propagation speeds measured in parasternal and apical
view are similar. Second, no correlation was found between
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TABLE II
OVERVIEW OF THE STATISTICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THIS STUDY. VALUES DENOTED WITH AN ASTERISK(∗) ARE STATISTICALLY SIGNIFICANT
(p < 0.05). ABBREVIATIONS: LOA: LIMITS OF AGREEMENT BLAND-ALTMAN ANALYSIS (±1.96 SD) AND IVS: INTERVENTRICULAR SEPTUM
Fig. 7. (a) Bland–Altman analysis of the median propagation speeds obtained per volunteer for the velocity panels. (b) No correlation was found
between the propagation speeds obtained in apical and parasternal view.
the WS measured in the two views (r = 0.26, p = 0.49).
Third, an unexpectedly large intervolunteer variability among
healthy volunteers was found in the apical view (3.5–8.7 m/s)
versus parasternal view (3.2–4.3 m/s).
B. Relation With Lamb Waves
Our hypothesis posed in the introduction was that both
A0- and S0-mode Lamb waves were excited, but that only one
could be measured in each view. We measured statistically
higher WS in apical than in the parasternal view, which
would support the hypothesis. Since one wave mode cannot
have different WS along the same propagation path for the
same frequency components, measuring two different WS
in the two views suggests that different wave modes are
measured. Furthermore, the simulations show that if one single
wave mode is induced, similar WS are obtained; if different
wave modes are induced simultaneously, different WS can
be measured for the different particle-motion components.
However, both modes would depend on the same mater-
ial constants and would, thus, be related, but we did not
find a linear correlation between the WS obtained in both
views (r = 0.26, p = 0.49), suggesting that these mea-
surements cannot be explained by a conventional Lamb wave
model.
Since both A0- and S0-modes include transversal, as well
as longitudinal tissue motion, also a combination of different
wave modes could have been measured. To what extent the
different wave modes are measured in the different views
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Fig. 8. (a) Weak positive correlation was found between the propagation speed values measured in parasternal view with more horizontally aligned
M-lines. (b) No correlation between propagation speed values measured in apical view and this angle was found.
could depend on the exact imaging plane, image quality,
volunteer, and the induced respective wave amplitudes. As an
illustration, if a dominating A-wave is induced, the corre-
sponding longitudinal tissue motion could interfere with the
longitudinal tissue motion corresponding to an inferior S-wave
being excited simultaneously. If the ratio of these waves
differs per individual, this could have caused the variations
in WS among the healthy volunteers. A smaller intervolunteer
variability was found for parasternal view (3.2–4.3 m/s) than
for apical view (3.5–8.7 m/s), which could suggest that the
measurements in parasternal view are less affected by the
interference of different wave modes, possibly due to
the presence of a dominating transversal wave mode, which
might loosely be called the “shear wave.”
Furthermore, in additional simulations (data not shown),
we found that the exact orientation of tracking direction with
respect to the wave propagation direction has an effect if the
amplitudes of the wave modes differ significantly. In fact,
while simulating a high-amplitude A0 and low-amplitude S0,
the tracked propagation speed of the S0 was strongly reduced
by a minor change of rotation of the tissue. Based on these
simulations, one could expect lower WS in measurements
with a more horizontal IVS (see Fig. 8(a); 90◦ indicates a
horizontal M-line) if both A0- and S0-waves are induced. This
is contradicted by our experimental results: we found a weak
positive linear correlation between the WS and angle in the
parasternal view and no correlation in apical view (see Fig. 8).
Therefore, the results of this study do not support the above
hypotheses of either single or a superposition of pure Lamb
waves. For this reason, we refrain from converting WS to
physical quantities of myocardial stiffness in this study.
C. Apical View Measurements
In principle, other phenomena might have caused the
unexpectedly large intervolunteer variability in apical view
(3.5–8.7 m/s) versus parasternal view (3.2–4.3 m/s). A possible
cause is variability in image plane in the apical view. In an
apical four-chamber view, the aortic valve—source of wave
excitation—is not in the imaging plane and possibly, therefore,
measuring waves after AVC is more challenging. This also
gives the sonographer more freedom when selecting the image
plane, possibly causing extra variability. By using an apical
three-chamber view, the same plane would be imaged as
in a parasternal long-axis view. However, we experienced
difficulties in obtaining an acoustic window with a vertically
oriented IVS in an apical three-chamber view due to limited
acoustic access for the first few volunteers and, therefore,
decided to only record apical four-chamber views to improve
feasibility and repeatability of the acoustic window among the
volunteers. Furthermore, other apical studies of the natural
waves after AVC in the literature also used the four-chamber
view [20], [26]. The impact of the selected apical view needs
further investigation, for which a larger study population is
better suited to cope with a larger fraction of unmeasurable
three-chamber views.
The used Lamb-wave model assumes a fluid-immersed
elastic plate which might be too simplistic for the viscoelas-
tic hyperelastic anisotropic IVS in vivo [44]. Furthermore,
the apical view measurements track different tissue motion
components with respect to fiber orientation. This suggests that
apical WS measurements might provide additional information
about the heart’s mechanical properties, next to parasternal
WS measurements. However, this statement should still be
proven in future physiologic studies.
D. Study Limitations
The parasternal wave measurements were repeated five
times per volunteer per session, whereas, there was only
one measurement for the apical wave recordings. Despite
this limited number of apical view measurements, only one
volunteer showed a remarkable disagreement in apical view
for the different sessions (volunteer 6 in Fig. 6), possibly
due to the different location of the IVS in the FOV. The
other volunteers showed a fair agreement between the apical
sessions. Furthermore, for the first four volunteers, we also
recorded five measurements in apical view in the second
session. Compared with the intrascan variability, no large
interscan variability was found, thus validating our approach to
only record one single clip in apical view for most volunteers.
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Fig. 9. Propagation of the waves after AVC in (a) and (c) parasternal and (b) and (d) apical view. (a) and (b) Velocity tissue Doppler values as well as
(c) and (d) acceleration tissue Doppler values after applying a bandpass filter are shown in the figure. White and pink arrows depict the propagation
of the waves. No clear propagating wave is seen in the apical view when using the tissue velocity values, in contrast to when using acceleration
values.
These observations show that the measurements in the apical
view are at least repeatable.
References [6], [7], and [30] also report the use of tissue
acceleration panels instead of tissue velocity panels, which
allows an easier detection of a “wave pattern” propagating
over the IVS (see lower two rows of Fig. 9) as slower motion
(such as cardiac rotation or translation as the heart starts
to relax) is suppressed. However, when using acceleration
panels in this study, different WS were obtained than
when using tissue velocities, confirming observations
in [27]. Additionally, we obtained more WS values
above 10 m/s, which were assumed to be nonphysical
(apical view: 31% versus 14%; parasternal view: 1% versus
0% excluded). Therefore, we used tissue velocities instead of
tissue accelerations in this study to investigate the differences
measured in parasternal and apical views.
E. Clinical Application
For the application in clinical diagnosis, significant dif-
ferences between WS estimations after AVC in healthy
and diseased myocardium should be measured. First clinical
studies of natural mechanical waves after AVC in parasternal
view obtained higher WS values for cardiac amyloidosis and
hypertrophic patients [7], [8]. To the best of our knowledge,
no clinical studies using WS measurements after AVC in apical
view have been published yet. This study showed a lower
intervolunteer variability in parasternal view (3.2–4.3 m/s in
parasternal view versus 3.5–8.7 m/s in apical view), which is
an advantage for a more robust clinical diagnosis. However, the
cause of the observed high intervolunteer variability in apical
view should still be further investigated, preferably while
taking an apical four-chamber and three-chamber view into
account. The 3-D acquisitions with a high temporal and spatial
resolution to measure different tissue motion components and
simultaneously measure the propagation direction would be
beneficial for this purpose. Since higher WS corresponding
to larger wavelengths for the same frequency can be tracked
less accurate due to the limited IVS length and limited frame
rate [27], it is an advantage for accuracy and precision to
measure lower normal WS for healthy volunteers in parasternal
view. Therefore, our results in combination with initial proof of
clinical relevance suggest that parasternal WS measurements
are currently favorable for robust clinical diagnosis. However,
parasternal and apical view measurements might contain addi-
tional information about myocardial material properties, which
could potentially improve current disease diagnosis. Further
study should, thus, investigate the clinical added value of
apical WS.
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V. CONCLUSION
This study compared the propagation speeds of natural
mechanical waves after AVC in apical and parasternal view in
ten healthy volunteers. Significantly higher propagation speeds
were obtained in apical than in parasternal view (median
(IQR) of 5.1 m/s (4.5–7.2 m/s) versus 3.8 m/s (3.4–4.0 m/s),
p < 0.01, n = 9). The propagation speeds in the different
views were not correlated (r = 0.26, p = 0.49). Furthermore,
an unexpectedly large intervolunteer variability among healthy
volunteers was found in the apical view (3.5–8.7 versus
3.2–4.3 m/s in the parasternal view). According to our sta-
tistics, the theory of Lamb waves alone cannot explain the
differences in propagation speeds measured in the two views.
However, the parasternal long-axis view seems to be preferred
in future clinical diagnosis, as this view resulted in lower
intervolunteer variabilities and has been earlier shown to relate
to several diseases.
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